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Domestic Migration
Trends June 2022
Dive into the report to understand if and how COVID impacted
domestic migration patterns on a state, city, and zip code level.



The United States is one of the most geographically mobile countries in the world.
FiveThirtyEight states that the average American moves an average of eleven times in
his or her lifetime, and while it is hard to find accurate data on other countries,
research suggests that they don’t move quite as much. There are many factors that
drive these high rates of internal migration – unlike the European Union, all of the US
speaks the same language, meaning that relocating for a work opportunity across the
region is easy for someone moving from Florida to Washington State. Moving from
Romania to Portugal – not as simple.

These migration trends were thrust into light as COVID began to take hold. The
sudden option to work from home also led to questions about where people would
live if commuting to an office was no longer a necessity. Many assumed that there
would be mass exoduses from cities as people, feeling constrained by lockdowns,
would seek outdoor space.

Foot traffic data tells a slightly different story. While some people made big moves,
most stayed in place. Others moved, but stayed close to their region of origin. And
many of those who did relocate across state lines chose areas whose population had
already been trending up pre-pandemic.

Moving is expensive, time-consuming, and
emotionally and socially costly, so even a
slight uptick in internal migration is
significant.

Still, moving is expensive, time-consuming, and emotionally and socially costly, so
even a slight uptick in internal migration is significant. This whitepaper examines
some of the population shifts within the United States over the past few years. We
looked at population changes on a state, county, and zip code level to understand if
and how COVID impacted these trends and where migration patterns are headed.
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COVID Didn’t Upend Migration Patterns

The beginning of the pandemic saw many think-pieces predicting that the areas in
which Americans would choose to live would forever be changed. But taking a wider
view and looking at the population shifts since 2018 shows that – with some
exceptions – much of the migration over COVID followed trends that had already
been taking place.

According to around 30 million change-of-address requests to the U.S. Postal Service
in 2020 analyzed by the New York Times, migration patterns during the pandemic
mostly looked a lot like migration patterns pre-pandemic. Certain smaller metro areas
and vacation spots became more popular, and some larger cities did see their
population decrease. But overall, areas that were already attracting new residents
kept growing, and those that were already losing residents lost more.

The change in net population across states between Q1 2021 and Q1 2022 (shown in
the top left map below) stayed between the range of  -0.9% (in Illinois and New Jersey)
and 2.3% (in Idaho). Even when we compared the population in Q1 2022 to Q1 2019
and Q1 2018, the changes still remained relatively small in most states. And the states
that did see more substantial population growth in the past 3 to 4 years are states
with a more rural and sparse population like Idaho (12.2% population growth since
Q1 2018) and Montana (7.7% population growth since Q1 2018) where populations
were small to begin with – so even a slight increase is  likely to have a dramatic impact
on the population rates.
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The pandemic did not necessarily change
the direction of internal migration, COVID
may have accelerated some trends already
in place.

But while the pandemic did not necessarily change the direction of internal migration,
COVID may have accelerated some trends already in place. Several states with large
urban populations saw their populations shrink somewhat, with New York, Illinois,
and California all seeing gradual declines in population of 1.1%, 2.2%, and 1.1%,
respectively, since Q1 2018. And some cities with dense office areas also saw declines
in population as remote work became the norm.

But whether people relocated because of COVID or because of factors and trends
already in place pre-pandemic, the data does show that a small, but significant, share
of the population have moved across state lines since 2018. And since moving out of
state is both expensive and labor intensive, families and individuals with the
resources available make up a very specific demographic that can have an outsized
impact on foot traffic to dining, retail, recreation, health, and cultural venues.
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The Strong Got Stronger

Our data, illustrated in the two graphs below, shows that areas that were already
attracting new residents throughout 2019 continued to do so during the pandemic.
Florida and Arizona, two states known for typical winter population surges as
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“snowbirds” arrive, have seen their winter population increase every year since 2019.
The populations of Texas and Colorado have also been trending up for years.

But the pandemic also caused some declines in states with pre-pandemic stagnant
populations such as New York, Illinois, and California. So while COVID did not reverse
any growth trend, not all the relocation patterns seen over the past two years started
before 2020. Still, it’s important to note that the population declines in previously
stagnant states were generally smaller than the equivalent increases in the growing
states. This means that the trends that were already in place on the eve of the COVID
outbreak generally had a larger impact on population patterns.

A positive or negative 2% to 4% change in
statewide population over three years may
seem small, but it is still significant.

At the same time, a positive or negative 2% to 4% change in statewide population
over three years may seem small, but it is still significant. And the chart below
indicates that not only were some of these trends in place pre-COVID – the trends
continued in 2021 even after many of the pandemic-related restrictions eased up.
Arizona, Texas, Florida, and Colorado saw an increase in population between January
2021 and January 2022, while California, New York, and Illinois saw their populations
decrease slightly. Should these shifts continue, the impact on everything from
housing supply to city planning to retail performance could be dramatic.
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County-Level Migration Trends

Much of the migration in and out of cities is
intra-regional migration – people moving
from suburbs to cities or people moving
from cities to surrounding areas while
remaining rooted around their city of origin

On a more granular level, certain counties saw their growth trends accelerating – or
decelerating. But as will be discussed further down, much of the migration in and out
of cities is intra-regional migration – people moving from suburbs to cities or people
moving from cities to surrounding areas while remaining rooted around their city of
origin.
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Austin and Boulder

Both Travis County, Texas (Austin) and Boulder County, Colorado, have seen their
populations expanding over the past few years. Austin has been the fastest growing
major metropolitan city in America for nine years straight, adding an average of 169
new people per day between 2018 and 2019. This has led to an explosion of
investments into the city’s hi-tech infrastructure, building, and commercial retail, with
many companies choosing to open campuses there, including tech giant Apple.
Meanwhile, Boulder, ranked as the best place to live in America in 2021, has seen its
own hi-tech investment, with Google setting up a hub there in 2006. Since then,
Google has continued to expand in the area – always a draw for a growing city.

The presence of these tech behemoths helped spur already existing migration trends
and cemented these areas as attractive, up-and-coming cities for young professionals.
The net population of these two counties – along with the population of Texas and
Colorado – continued to rise over COVID. By April 2022, their net populations were
3.6% and 6.1% higher for Austin and Boulder, respectively, than they were in January
2019.

Pandemic-Induced Moves

Some areas did see their population numbers drop as a direct result of the pandemic.
The New York City area saw many leaving, whether to upstate New York or to other
nearby regions. And while most of the population of Manhattan (New York County)
seems to have returned to the city, the population of Brooklyn (Kings County) was still
down 4% year-over-three-year (Yo3Y) in April 2022. Another famously expensive city,
San Francisco, also saw its population drop – and as of April 2022, the population of
San Francisco County was 3.1% smaller than it was in January 2019.

So while the excitement of living in Manhattan seems to have been enough to bring
residents back from their COVID-induced exodus, other urban areas haven't fared as
well. The data in this section may indicate that large, well-established cities are facing
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increasing competition from up-and-coming centers with increasing employment
opportunities, accessible nature, and affordable housing.

Many of those leaving larger cities are
choosing to settle in smaller urban or
suburban areas nearby.

It’s also important to note that many of those leaving larger cities are choosing to
settle in smaller urban or suburban areas nearby. Many of those leaving Brooklyn, for
instance, have relocated to Upstate New York, New Jersey, or Connecticut so that they
still maintain a connection with their original city. These people may frequently return
to New York to go to the office, meet friends, or shop. So the migration out of major
urban areas may shift, rather than eliminate, some of the demand for dining and
retail options in those cities with shrinking populations.
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Intra-Regional Migration Trends

Suburban Folks Moving to the Big City

Despite the popular pandemic narrative of
everyone moving out of the city to the
suburbs, the data shows a different reality.

Much of the internal migration over COVID was intra-regional migration (migration
within a given state). And despite the popular pandemic narrative of everyone moving
out of the city to the suburbs, the data shows a different reality. Over the past two
years, many people moved to cities – or to growing neighborhoods within cities – in
search of convenience, job opportunities, and social connection. So while some major
cities saw population declines, a lot of up-and-coming urban areas have been
growing. And notably, a majority of incoming residents to these growing urban areas
are coming from the surrounding regions.
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Philadelphia, PA

After remaining steady throughout most of the pandemic, Philadelphia’s net
population grew 0.8% between April 2021 and April 2022 – a small but significant
increase for a city of over 1.5 million. As the chart below illustrates, many of the
newcomers came from surrounding states and counties. Perhaps this is due to the
city being ranked one of the top 30 tech hubs in the world in 2021.

Phoenix, AZ

Maricopa County in Arizona is home to Phoenix, the state’s largest city with over 1
million residents. The county had the largest population growth in the United States
between July 2020 and July 2021.

Between April 2021 and April 2022 Maricopa County boasted a net population
increase of 1.7%. Like with Philadelphia, many of the new residents came from nearby
– some from the surrounding suburban towns, with others moving to Maricopa
Country from neighboring California and Nevada.
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Raleigh, NC

Wake County, North Carolina, includes the city of Raleigh, which recently ranked as
one of the best places to live in the United States. The county also saw an impressive
0.9% net population growth over the past year. Many of those relocating to Wake
County came from nearby suburban areas – the top 10 origins of relocations all were
nearby counties in North Carolina.
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Ultra-Local Migration and Demographic Changes

Urban development can also be significantly affected by changing demographics and
migration patterns. Cities are constantly changing and shifting based on population
demographics, work opportunities, and cultures. As these shifts take place, the
changes that stem from them can exert a large influence on things such as urban
planning, infrastructure investment, housing, and the layout of a city.

Cities that successfully adapt to fast-paced
population shifts are ones that keep track
of the changes happening at county,
district, and even zipcode levels in as close
to real time as possible.

Understanding who is moving to a neighborhood helps developers and city planners
anticipate the needs of newcomers to provide relevant services, retail options, and
restaurants. It also provides a critical lens for the retailers and restaurant operators
themselves, helping to uncover opportunities to reach key markets at the earliest
possible stage. . Cities that successfully adapt to fast-paced population shifts are ones
that keep track of the changes happening at county, district, and even zipcode levels
in as close to real time as possible.

Chicago’s Fulton Market

Once known as a gritty meatpacking district, Fulton Market in Chicago is a perfect
example of an area that has shifted rapidly over the past few years. Although
Chicago’s overall population decreased during COVID, Fulton Market saw explosive
growth, with large residential and office space expansions plans in the works. And
there are no signs that these trends are slowing down, with more and more offices,
shops, restaurants, and up to 9,000 residential spaces coming to the area.
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Much like New York’s Meatpacking District, the Fulton Market neighborhood of
Chicago changed rapidly in the early 2000’s. As newcomers moved in, attracted by the
low prices and authentic atmosphere, galleries, bars, and trendy restaurants started
to replace butcher shops and underground nightlife locales. Fulton Market also
received significant hi-tech investments, and in 2013, Google announced that it was
moving its Chicago HQ to the Fulton Market Cold Storage warehouse.

All this development is reflected in the data. The monthly net population of the 60607
zip code, which consists largely of the Fulton Market neighborhood, grew significantly
on a year-over-year (YoY) basis. The April 2022 net population was 110.5% higher than
in April 2021, highlighting the power of a growing tech presence and strong job
market to pull newcomers to the area.

Google’s presence is only expected to become more entrenched with its planned
expansion of the Fulton Market offices. And while a return to full-time office life may
not happen in the near future, the company has required its staff to return to the
office three days a week – an incentive for these workers to choose to settle in the
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area and not leave the city. And Google isn’t the only company setting up shop in the
Fulton Market area – John Deere has also announced that they are creating their
technology center in Fulton Market, joining Dyson and Glassdoor in relocating to this
trendy area.

Generational Shifts

Zooming into the population data shows
that aside from increasing rapidly in size,
the generational breakdown of the Fulton
Market is shifting as well.

Zooming into the population data shows that aside from increasing rapidly in size, the
generational breakdown of the Fulton Market is shifting as well. Using the 2019 ACS
Census data to compare 2019’s age brackets with those of 2021 shows that the
portion of Gen Z’ers – or those born between the late 90’s until the early  2010’s –
decreased from 13.3% to 11.2%, while the population of Millennials increased from
52.7% to 54.7%. Gen X, or those born roughly between the late 60’s to early 80’s, have
also increased their presence in the area, making a 1% jump from 19.4% to 20.4%.

These shifts can indicate that, as demand for apartments in the area grows and
Fulton Market becomes more established, younger generations starting out on their
professional journeys may no longer be able to afford to live in the area. Although
younger residents may have helped turn Fulton Market around, the neighborhood’s
character is changing again, with older Millennials and Gen X’ers with established
careers are now giving the area a new vibe.

Taking a look at the average household income of the neighborhood’s residents also
buoys the idea that more established residents are moving to the area. Between 2019
and 2021, the average HHI increased from $147,403 to $152,314. The increase in HHI
levels and the increase in established residents can very likely be attributed to the
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large pull that the strong tech industry in the area provides for upwardly mobile
professionals.

Changing Demographics, Changing Retailers

Changing demographics don’t only affect things like age and household income – it
also affects lifestyle choices and consumer preferences. Using GeoWeb data on the
Placer.ai platform, we took a look at search categories from Fulton Market to identify
changes in local consumer interests. In the graph below, any search category with an
index score over 100 indicates an above-national-average interest.

In September 2021 it was announced that Fulton Market will also be home to the
country’s second Guinness Brewery, fitting for a neighborhood that has seen its
search index for “Craft Beer Enthusiasts” increase from an index of 232 to 251
between Q1 2019 and Q1 2022. Similarly, searches related to “Men’s Business
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Clothing” also saw increases in web searches, presumably as the blossoming tech
industry brings more workers to the area.

Migration Wave May Not Be Over

Many of the patterns explored in this whitepaper are trends that preceded COVID.
The pandemic accelerated some of these trends, while also causing some small but
significant changes to internal migration in the United States. And critically, looking at
changes in populations since 2021 indicates that the internal migration may not be
over.

For most people, the default is still to stay in place, so the decision to move is a
lengthy one that takes many months, or sometimes even years, to come together.
Many of those who have not yet moved may be thinking about it, weighing their
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options, or waiting to see whether the shift to remote and hybrid work will remain in
place post-COVID.

One thing, however, is certain. Those that have already relocated over the past two
years – whether across state, city, or even zip code lines – will likely continue having a
major impact on civic stakeholders’ and business leaders’ decision making for years to
come.

Key Takeaways

1. COVID didn’t upend migration patterns.

While COVID did have a small but significant impact on relocations, much of
the internal US migration over the past two years followed trends already in
place pre-pandemic. Nevertheless, there were some exceptions, such as
decreasing populations in some particularly expensive urban areas such as
San Francisco and increasing population in other up-and-coming cities such as
Charleston and Tampa.

2. Many of those who did leave the city stayed close by.

Many of those who left cities during or after the lockdowns relocated to nearby
towns or counties. Brooklyn, for example, saw its population drop by 1.8%
between April 2021 and April 2022, but many of those who left the borough
stayed in New York City – 10.3% of those leaving Brooklyn last year moved to
Queens, and 8.7% moved to Manhattan.

3. Popular states got stronger, some stagnant states lost populations.

Cities and states whose popularity was rising pre-COVID continued to grow,
while some more stagnant areas saw their populations decline. Florida, Texas,
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and Arizona saw their populations increase by 2% to 4% since 2019, while New
York and California saw declines of 1% to 2% during the same period.

4. Most migration was intra-regional.

Many Americans who chose to move stayed local. Smaller metropolitan areas,
like Philadelphia, Raleigh and Phoenix saw significant jumps in their population
sizes, with most of the people moving to these cities from surrounding
suburbs.

5. Neighborhoods can create their own economic and residential reality.

Ultra-local migration does not always follow the patterns of the wider region.
For example, Fulton Market in Chicago is growing fast, even as Illinois’
population somewhat declines. Retail and business investment has
transformed the area from an up-and-coming neighborhood to an expensive,
exclusive district with an older, wealthier population – a testament to the
potential of neighborhoods to create their own economic and residential
reality.
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